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(57) Abstract: The hybrid communication system of the present invention comprises: a laser communication device; a microwave

communication device; and a switching means which, equipped with a received signal strength indicator monitoring the magnitude

of received signals at the laser communication device, connects the input/output port for the communication to the input/output port

of the microwave communication device for communication by the microwave communication device if the output measured at the

said received signal strength indicator is less man a predetennined threshold value. The laser and microwave hybrid communication

method of the present invention comprises: (a) a laser communication step; (b) a signal magnitude measuring step in which the

magnitude of the received laser signals is measured during the laser communication; (c) a step in which, if the magnitude of the

received laser signals measured at the said step (b) is less man a threshold value, the input/output port for communication is connected

to the microwave communication device's input/output port in order to enable the communication by the microwave signals; (d) a

monitoring step in which the magnitude of the received laser signals is monitored even while the said step (c) is conducted; and (e)

a step in which, if the magnitude of the received laser signals measured at the said step (d) has become greater than the threshold

value, the input/output port for communication is again connected to the laser communication device's input/output port. With such

systems, at normal conditions, communication by laser is conducted. However, when the magnitude of signals received by the laser

communication is below the threshold value due to weather conditions such as fogs, the present invention enables communication

by microwave, complementing the weakness of the laser communication.
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LASER AND MICROWAVE HYBRID COMMUNICATION

METHODS AND SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL FIELD

5 The present invention relates to hybrid communication methods and systems

whereby laser communication and microwave communication may be adopted. In

particular, the present invention relates to the laser and microwave hybrid communication

method and system, which makes it possible to primarily conduct the laser

communication and occasionally conduct the microwave communication, depending on

] 0 the weather conditions.

BACKGROUND ART

As wireless communication methods, there are the microwave communication

and the laser communication. The microwave communication method is a wireless

15 communication method using the microwaves including the radio frequency (RF). The

laser communication is another wireless communication method which primarily uses

semiconductor laser light. Each of these methods has its strength and weakness.

The laser communication does not entail radio interference because it uses ultra

high frequency semiconductor laser, light which is in the range of tera-hertzs. Also,

20 there is no administrative regulation on the frequency band for the laser communication,

and the communication quality is excellent. However, the laser communication has a

weakness that it is susceptible to weather conditions such as fogs. For example, when

there are severe fogs, the attenuation in the laser communication may become so great

that the communication stoppage may occur. This presents a serious problem in

25 constructing medium to long distance wireless communication networks using the laser

1
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communication.

In contrast, the microwave communication is not so easily affected by fogs.

However, there often are frequency interferences in the microwave communication,

lowering the communication quality.

5

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

A purpose of the present invention is to provide communication methods and

systems which complement the laser communication which is susceptible to fogs.

Another purpose of the present invention is to provide laser and microwave

10 hybrid communication methods and systems which, in order to complement the weakness

of the laser communication, occasionally adopt the microwave communication when the

quality of the laser communication is deteriorated due to fogs.

In order to achieve the aforementioned purposes, the laser and microwave hybrid

communication method and system according to the present invention, equipped with

15 both the laser communication device and the microwave communication device,

ordinarily conducts communication using the laser communication method but, when the

magnitude of the received laser signal is less than a threshold value* conducts the

microwave communication through the switching means enabling such conversion.

20 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a structure diagram of the present invention's system.

Fig. 2 is a diagram to illustrate the general feature of the laser communication

method.

Fig. 3 is a structure diagram of the switching means of the present invention's

25 system.
s .

2-
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Fig. 4 is a structure diagram of the light receiver of the general laser

communication device.

Fig. 5 is a timing diagram illustrating the switching actions to the microwave

communication device in the system according to the present invention.

5
'

BESTMODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Provided in the following are the detailed explanations of the laser and

microwave hybrid communication method and system of the present invention with

references to the drawings.

10 Fig. 1 is a structure diagram of the present invention's system.

Fig. 1 depicts communication between sides "A" and "B," both of which use the

laser and microwave hybrid communication system implemented according to the present

invention.

The laser and microwave hybrid communication system of the present invention,

15 illustrated in Fig. 1, comprises a laser communication device (LA), a microwave

communication device (MW) and a switching means (SW) which is capable of selecting

one of these two communication methods.

The laser communication device (LA) modulates communication signals into

laser signals and transmits such signals to the other side through the light transmitter (Tx).

20 Such laser communication device (LA) receives laser signals transmitted from the other

side at the light receiver (Rx) and demodulates such signals. The microwave

communication device (MW.) modulates communication signals into microwaves to

transmit them to the other side and demodulates the received microwaves to regenerate

the communication signals.

25 The switching means (SW) selects either the laser communication device (LA)
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or the microwave communication device (MW) depending on fog conditions. Ordinarily,

the laser communication device (LA) is used for communication in this system but when

the magnitude of signals received through the laser communication device is below a

threshold value, the microwave communication device (MW) is selected for

5 communication using the microwaves. Selection of one of the communication devices

by the switching means (SW) is implemented in the following manner If the laser

communication device (LA) is selected by the switching means (SW), the input and

output port of the laser communication device is connected to the input and output port of

the overall system. In the same manner, if the microwave communication device (MW)

10 is selected by the switching means (SW), the input and output port of the microwave

communication device is connected to the input and output port of the overall system.

On the other hand, even when the laser communication device (LA) is not

selected for communication by the switching means (SW), signals received at the laser

communication device (LA) are inputted to the switching means (SW) for measurement

15 of such signals' magnitude by the received signal strength indicator (to be described in

the following) within the switching means (SW). In other words, the switching means

(SW) of the present invention's system monitors the magnitude of signals received by the

laser communication method.

If fogs cause the magnitude of received laser signals, inputted to the switching

20 means (SW), to be lessened below a predetermined threshold value, the switching means

(SW) connects the input and output port of the system to the microwave communication

device (MW)'s input and output port in order to conduct communication by microwaves.

If the fogs disappear resulting in the magnitude of the received laser signals' increase

over the threshold value, the switching means (SW) connects the input and output port of

25 the system to the laser communication device (LA)'s input and output port for laser

4
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communication. As the quality of laser communication is generally superior, it is

desirable to use the laser communication in the ordinary times and to use the microwave

communication only when the reception of the laser signals is deteriorated because of

fogs. If fogs disappear and the laser communication's quality is recovered, it is thus

5 desirable to convert back to the laser communication.

Fig. 2 is a diagram to illustrate the general feature of the laser communication

method. "

Laser signals are severely attenuated when they pass through the atmosphere

containing fogs. Due to such attenuation, effective coverage of laser communication

10 devices is limited and, in severe cases, communication stoppage may occur.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, if the laser communication method is used for

: communication between spots a and b, laser transmitted from the light transmitter (Tx)

into the air loses its energy during propagation due to particles in the air such as dust and

fogs. Also, the energy attenuation of laser transmitted into the air is dependent on the

15 diverging angle (a) and the size of lens at the receiving end. The attenuation by

particles such as dust and fogs is called the "weather condition attenuation/' and the

attenuation by the other elements is called the "reception area attenuation." In order that

the laser communication may be feasible, the sum of the weather condition attenuation

and the reception area attenuation must not be less than -90dB.

20 The reception area attenuation is determined by the following equation,

depending on square measure (or diameter) of laser beam at the reception end and square

measure (or diameter) of the lens at the light receiver if the distance between the

transmission end and the reception end is 1km.

25 (Laser output from the transmission end) x [square measure of the lens at the

5
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light receiver(or diameter) / square measure of laser beam (or diameter)]

For example, if the diverging angle (a) is lmRd when the distance between the

transmission end (a) and the reception end (b) is 1km, the diameter (S) of laser beam

5 transmitted from the transmission end (a) at the reception end (b), which is 1km apart

from (a), is lm. With S being lm, if the laser output is 20mW and if diameter of the

lens at the light receiver is 100mm, then the "reception area attenuation" calculated

according to the aforementioned equation would be -27dB.

The "weather condition attenuation" due to thick fogs would be approximately -

10 50dB/km if the visibility range is 270m, and approximately -70dB/km if the visibility

range is 200m. Thus, in fogs with the visibility range from 200m to 270m, the sum of

the "reception area attenuation" and the "weather condition attenuation" may be

approximately from -77dB to -97dB. As the current minimum sensitivity of the laser

beam signal detector is -90dB, the sum of the "weather condition attenuation" and the

15 "reception area attenuation" must not be less than -90dB for laser communication.

In downtown areas, there are only several days in a year when fogs are thick

\ enough to hinder the laser communication. Thus, the laser and microwave hybrid

communication method and system according to the present invention adopts the laser

communication for ordinary times and uses the microwave communication only when the

20 laser communication is impaired by fogs.

Provided in the following; with the references to Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, are

detailed explanations of the switching actions from the laser communication to

microwave communication, and vice versa, of the present invention's laser and

microwave hybrid communication method and system.

25 Fig. 3 is a structure diagram of the switching means of the present invention's

6
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system.

The switching means (SW) comprises a received signal strength indicator (RSSI)

which receives the electric received signal, which has been received and modulated at the

light receiver (Rx) of the laser communication device (LA), arid generates a voltage

5 signal which is proportional to the strength of such received signal; a comparator (Comp.)

which compares the magnitude of the voltage signal outputted from the said received

signal strength indicator (RSSI) with the predetermined threshold value and outputs a

voltage signal (LOS, Xos of signal) with a logic level depending on the result of such

comparison; a control unit (CC) which generates a switching control signal (SC) based

10 upon the logic level of the voltage signal outputted from the comparator (Comp.); and a

switching unit (SB) which connects the input/output port of the communication system

either to the laser communication device (LA)'s input/output port or to the microwave

communication device (MW)'s input/output port based on the switching control signal

(SC) which is inputted from the control unit (CC).

15 The received signal strength indicator (RSSI) generates a voltage signal

proportional to the magnitude of the signals received at the light receiver (Rx) of the laser

communication device (LA). As shown in the structure diagram of the light receiver

(Rx) of a general laser communication device in Fig. 4, the laser received at the lens at the

light receiver (Rx) is converted into a electric signal by the APD module and limiter

20 circuits. Such received signal is inputted to the received signal strength indicator (RSSI)

of the switching means (SW).

In the received signal strength indicator (RSSI), a voltage signal proportional to

the received signal strength is generated and such voltage signal is inputted to the

comparator (Comp.). "
. .

25 The comparator (Comp.) compares the strength of the electric received signals,

7
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^ .

inputted from the light receiver (Rx), with the threshold value (predetermined), and

generates a voltage signal (LOS) with a logic level value based upon the result of such

comparison. Such voltage signal is inputted to the control unit (Cc).

The control unit (CC) generates a switching control signal (SC) according to the

5 voltage signal (LOS) outputted from the comparator (Comp.). The switching control

signal (SC) enables the input/output port of the overall communication system to be

connected to the laser communication device (LA)'s input/output port when the Veceived

signal strength is greater than the threshold value, or to the microwave communication

device (MW)'s input/output port when the received signal strength is less than the;

10 threshold value.

The switching unit (SB) connects the input/output port for communication either

to the laser communication device (LA) 7s input/output port or to the microwave

communication device (MW)'s input/output port based upon the switching control signal

(SC) transmitted from the said control unit (CC).

15 The operation of the present invention's laser and microwave hybrid

communication system, having the above-described structure, is explained in the

following.

In the initial state, the input/output port for communication is connected to the

laser communication device (LA)'s input/output port. Thus, communication using the

20 laser communication device (LA) is conducted. If fogs are formed and the received

signals' strength at the laser communication device (LA) gradually decreases due to such

fogs until the signal strength measured at the received signal strength indicator (RSSI)

becomes less than the threshold value, the level of the voltage signal (LOS) outputted

from the comparator (Comp.) is changed. Then, the switching control signal (SC) to be

25 outputted from the control unit (CC) is determined accordingly. Finally, in the switching
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unit (SB), the switching of the input/output port for communication from the laser

communication device (LA) to the microwave communication device (MW) is conducted,

enabling communication to be conducted by the microwave communication device (MW).

Even during the communication using the microwave communication device

5 (MW), the strength of laser communication signals received at the light receiver (Rx) of

the laser communication device (LA) is monitored at the received signal strength

indicator (RSSI) of the switching means (SW). During such monitoring, if the strength

of the received laser signals becomes greater than the threshold value, the level of the

voltage signal (LOS) outputted from the comparator (Gomp.) is generated and thus the

10 switching control signal (SC) from the control unit (CC) is determined accordingly,

making the switching unit (SB) conduct switching of the input/output port for

communication from the microwave communication device (MW) to the laser

communication device (LA). Therefore, communication by the laser communication

device (LA) is enabled. ,

15 Fig. 5 is a timing diagram illustrating the switching actions to the microwave

communication device in the system according to the present invention.

LOS in Fig. 5 is a voltage signal outputted from the comparator (Comp.) of the

switching means (SW) as a result of the comparison of the voltage value, indicating the

signal strength outputted from the received signal strength indicator (RSSI), with the

20 standard voltage value. Fig. 5 illustrates an example wherein LOS is converted to "High

Level" if the received laser signal's strength is less than the threshold value. In Fig: 5.

"tp" is the time interval between the LOS' conversion to "High Level" and the

completion of switching to the microwave communication device (MW). In other words,

not until time "tp
,!

has passed after the conversion of LOS to the "High Level," is

25 switching to the microwave communication device (MW) complete. The switching

9
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action is conducted with such time interval in order to prevent the microwave

communication device (MW) from being enabled in an occasion where the laser signal

strength is momentarily reduced and recovered immediately thereafter. The value of

"tp" may be specified by a user in the range of 0.05ms to 200ms.

5 The present invention's laser and microwave hybrid communication method and

system usess both the laser communication device and the microwave communication

device. With such system, at normal conditions, communication by laser is conducted.

However, when the magnitude of signals received by the laser communication is below

the threshold value due to weather conditions such as fogs, the present invention enables

10 communication by microwave, complementing the weakness of the laser communication.

10
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS

1. A laser and microwave hybrid communication system, comprising:

a laser communication device which modulates electric signals into laser signals

5 and transmits such signals, and which receives laser signals transmitted from the other

side and demodulates such signals into electric signals;

a microwave communication device which modulates electric signals into

microwave signals and transmits such signals, and which receives microwave signals

transmitted from the other side and demodulates such signals into electric signals; and

10 a switching means which, equipped with a received signal strength indicator

monitoring the magnitude of received signals at the laser communication device,

connects the input/output port for the communication to the input/output port of the

microwave, communication device for communication by the microwave communication

device if the output value measured at the said received signal strength indicator is less

15 than a predertermined threshold value.

2. The laser and microwave hybrid communication system according to claim 1,

wherein the said switching means comprises:

a received signal strength indicator which receives the electric received signals,

20 which have been received and demodulated at the light receiver of the laser

communication device, and generates a voltage signal which is proportional to the

strength of such received signal;

a comparator which compares the magnitude of the voltage signal butputted from

the said received signal strength indicator with the predetermined threshold value, and

25 outputs a voltage signal with a logic level depending on the result of such comparison;-

n
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a control unit which generates a switching control signal based upon the logic

level of the voltage signal(LOS) outputted from the comparator; and

a switching unit which connects the input/output port of the communication

system either to the laser communication device's input/output port or to the microwave

5 communication device's input/output port based on the switching control signal which is

inputted from the control unit.

3. The laser and microwave hybrid communication system according to claim 2,

wherein the said switching unit at the initial state connects the input/output port for

10 communication to the input/output port of the laser communication device.

4. The laser and microwave hybrid communication method, comprising:

(a) a laser communication step in which electric signals are modulated into laser

signals and transmitted, and the laser signals transmitted from the other side are received

15 and demodulated into electric signals;

(b) a signal magnitude measuring step in which the magnitude of the received

laser signals is measured during the laser communication;

(c) a step in which, ifthe magnitude of the received laser signals, measured at the

said step (b) is less than the threshold value, the input/output port for communication is >

20 connected to the microwave communication device's input/output port in order to enable

the communication through the microwave signals; f

(d) a monitoring step in which the magnitude of the received laser signals is *

monitored even while the said step (c) is conducted; and
. „

'

(e) a step in which, if the magnitude of the received laser signals, measured at the

25 said step (d), becomes greater than the threshold value, the input/output port for.12
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communication is again connected to the laser communication device's input/output port.

5. The laser and microwave hybrid communication method according to claim 4,

wherein the switching action connecting the input/output port for communication to the

5 microwave communication device's input/output port in the said step (c) is taken when a

time interval of "tp" passes after the strength of the received laser signal becomes less

than the threshold value.

15

20

13
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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